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11972. Mac Cana (Proinsias): Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages: an overview.

In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 17-45.

11973. Wmrie (Iwan): Post-Roman Irish settlements in Wales: new insights from a recent study of Cardiganshire place-names.

In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 46-61.

11974. Swift (Catherine): Welsh ogams from an Irish perspective.

In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 62-79.


In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 116-148.

11976. Etchingingham (Colmán): Viking-age Gwynedd and Ireland: political relations.

In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 149-167.


In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 168-179.

Argues that Branwen Ûerch Lîyr reflects the direct influence of Imm imm Brân maic Fêbal.

11978. Owen (Morfydd E.): Some points of comparison and contrast between early Irish and Welsh law.

In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 180-200.

Examines some of the rules regarding physicians and injury in the Irish and Welsh law texts.


In Ireland and Wales in the Middle Ages (2007), pp. 246-261.

On the salvic powers of Mary in Irish and Welsh literature.